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Motivations 

 

 There is a need to find alternative active transportation modes especially with 

global increases. 

 

 In Michigan, walking and running continue to increase every year.   

 

 Pedestrian is exposed to more severe injuries when involved in a crash.  

 

 Understanding the location of pedestrian crashes is very critical to identify and 

implement appropriate countermeasures.  



Pedestrian crashes per population (2010-2014) 



Background 

 According to the Michigan Traffic Crash Facts (MTCF), there were 11,267 pedestrian crashes in 
Michigan from 2010-2014. Out of these, 509 happened in the city of Grand Rapids (GR).  

 This is slightly higher to the number of pedestrian crashes between 2005-2009: 494. 

 United States Census Bureau of 2013 shows that the population of GR was 192,294. So, the 
pedestrian crash ratio for Grand Rapids is 1:1,889 per year. Crash ratios of other larger cities are 
provided for comparison: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Crash records from the Office of Highway Safety Planning (OHSP) were used for descriptive 
statistics 

 Out of 509 Pedestrian Crashes, 484 had coordinates to plot. So, Descriptive Statistics are based 

on those 484 Crashes.  

 

City Population (2013) 
Crashes 

(2010-2014) 
Ratio Rank 

Detroit 688,701 2,380 1:1,447 1 

Flint 99,763 267 1:1,868 2 

Grand Rapids 192,294 509 1:1,889 3 

Ann Arbor 117,025 277 1:2,112 4 

Lansing 113,972 236 1:2,415 5 



Pedestrian Crashes in Grand Rapids (2010-2014) 



Introduction Continued 

General Statistics of Pedestrian Crashes in 

GR 
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Injury severities  

Pedestrian Crashes per Severity Level in GR 

(2010-2014) 
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Locations 

Pedestrian Crashes per MDOT Area in GR (2010-

2014) 



Introduction Continued 

General Statistics of Pedestrian Crashes in 

GR 
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Light -Condition 

Pedestrian Crashes per Light-Condition in 

GR (2010-2014) 
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Alcohol Involvement  

Pedestrian Crashes per Alcohol Involvement 

 in GR (2010-2014) 



Selected Crash Corridors in GR 

 There were Five corridors identified from observed crash occurrence 

 

 The criteria used to observed these crashes was based on the closeness they had 

to each other per type of severity: cluster of crashes  

 

 Corridors were most likely found in the downtown of the city of Grand Rapids 

 

 Intersections within corridors were selected as target locations  

 From frequency, intersections are locations were most pedestrian crashes occur 

 

 Crashes at intersections were selected within a buffer of 250 feet 



C1&C2 

C4 

C5 

C3 

Pedestrian Crashes in Grand Rapids (2010-2014) 



Proposed Corridor # 1 

Pedestrian Crashes in Grand Rapids, MI (2010-2014) 

Proposed Corridor # 5 

Pedestrian Crashes in Grand Rapids, MI (2010-2014) 



 

 Geometric Characteristics of Intersections at 

Corridors 
 There were 22 intersections analyzed in total with 52 crashes ranging from fatal to 

non-injury  

 

 Most of the intersections had Two Way Turning Left (TWLT) lanes (21 out of 22 )  

 

 The maximum and minimum number of lanes among intersections was 1 and 5, 

respectively 

 

 72% of the intersections had crosswalk 

 

 72% of the intersections were signalized, 14% was STOP controlled and 14%  did not 
have any intersection control at that time 

 

 



Geometric Characteristics of Intersections at 

Corridors 

 Out of those that were signalized, 9 intersection had Diagonal traffic light 
arrangement while 7 had a Box-Span arrangement 

 

 Most intersections had 4-LEGs (14 out of 22), but just 3 had pedestrian refuge 
islands 

 

 18 intersections had pedestrian curbs as ADA requests; but only 9 of the 
intersections had pushbutton call.  16 of the total had pedestrian countdown 
signals (PCS) 

 

 Most likely every intersection had a sidewalk, presence of road pavement 
markings, and light poles 

 



Crash Pattern 

 Not only the geometric characteristics of the intersections were 

studied , but the crash patterns as well. 

 

 By Looking at the UD-10 Police Reports for every crash at the 

corridors, crash patterns were able to be identified. 

 

Crash patterns would help in finding unsafe acts or behaviors from 

drivers to pedestrians and vice-versa 

 



Crash Patterns and Potential Solutions 

Corridor 1 
 Crash Patters: 

 Absence of crosswalk 

 Unclear stop bar or crosswalk 
marking 

 Failure to yield to pedestrian 

 Right turns conflicts (Right 
Turn On Red -RTOR) 

 Potential Solutions: 

 Providing with an advance 
STOP bar 20 feet back 

 Pedestrian gates at 
uncontrolled intersection 

 Leading pedestrian interval 



Crash Patterns and Potential Solutions 

Corridors  2 and 3 

 Crash Patters: 

 Failure to yield to pedestrian 

 Many Left-turn conflicts (Green arrow 
was on and pedestrian phase had 
"Walk")Right turns conflicts (Right Turn 
On Red -RTOR) 

 Potential Solutions: 

 Providing with advance STOP bar by 
20 feet at non-signalized intersections 

 Place signage on 'Prohibiting RTOR‘ 

 Providing with Leading Pedestrian 
Interval Phases Remarking crosswalks 
and STOP bars frequently. 



Crash Patterns and Potential Solutions 

Corridors 4 and 5 
 Crash Patters: 

 Failure to yield to pedestrian 

 Many Left-turn conflicts (Green arrow was on 
and pedestrian phase had "Walk") 

 Right turns conflicts (Right Turn On Red -RTOR) 

 Bad weather condition 

 Intoxicated pedestrians 

 Potential Solutions: 

 Providing with advance STOP bar backwards 
by 20 feet at non-signalized intersections 

 Place signage on 'Prohibiting RTOR‘ 

 Providing with Leading Pedestrian Interval 
Phases Remarking crosswalks and STOP bars 
every year 

 Adding 'Exclusive Pedestrian' phase 

 Changing traffic lights arrangements from 
diagonal-wire  to mast-arm  

 



Supporting Literature on Potential Solutions 

 Use LPI to reduce conflict at intersections Pedestrians at Concurrent phase signals are given a ‘WALK’ 
signal a few seconds prior to vehicles being given the green light. John et at., (2016) 

 Comparison between exclusive and concurrent phasing intersections. 

 The exclusive pedestrian phasing showed fewer crashes between pedestrians and motor vehicles than 

concurrent. Yaohua et al., (2015) 

 Demonstrated that installing a marked crosswalk increased the giving-right-of-way to pedestrians, 
and it also increased the usage of crosswalk. 

 In addition, after the zebra-crossing was installed, pedestrians felt safer, less vulnerable to traffic and more 

confident when crossing the roadHarvard and Willis (2012) 

 Field evaluation of a Leading Pedestrian (LP) signal phase 

 It was found that LPI signals significantly reduced conflicts between pedestrians and turning vehicles  It also 
reduced the incidences of pedestrians having to yield to vehicles. Van Houten et al., (2000) 

 It was found that providing with a advance STOP bar from crosswalk, resulted in an increase of 

vehicle compliance to pedestrian from 50% to 95 %.  

 The percentage of drivers who yield to pedestrian increased from 32% ( baseline) to 39%. Van Houten (1988) 

  



Conclusion 

 

 Based on the Crash patterns in the five selected corridors in the city of GR, it is concluded that 

the potential solutions presented could help in reduce the number of pedestrian crashes. 

 

 It is recommended to proceed with further observation of incidents in the streets. 

 

 A checklist to observe pedestrian and driver interaction at the intersection will be helpful to 

confirm the unsafe behaviors. 

 



 

Questions 


